
The Long Shelter Garden is an open lawn with cross paths, bordered by a raised terrace laid out in 

1928. The Long Shelter formed a focal point at the end of the Garden, a seating area created in 2008 

in lieu of the Long Shelter does not provide shade, shelter or a strong visual focal point. The Sunken 

Garden is a small enclosed space surfaced with crazy-paving, created by Clegg in 1928. As with the 

Round Pond, the Sunken Garden continues the rustic ‘Arts and Crafts’ style of the 1909s. Cliff House 

Garden is a formal lawn containing a series of parterres. The 1928 Garden is overlooked by Cliff 

Priorities are to ensure year round access by redesigning the furthest ‘sand barrier’ at the Promenade, 

re-plant the Gardens with historically appropriate species of year round interest, increase and 

improve views to the Cliff House Tea Rooms and improve footpaths and furniture. Historic and habitat 

Cobbold Road

The rockwork around the Arch Cascade & Pond will be restored and the vegetation 

around it removed. The water functions as a valuable wildlife habitat for a population of 

frogs and supplies a valuable freshwater source for birds. Maintain free of fish.

New avenue of small 

trees along drive 

Retain open lawn as a flexible space which 

can accommodate temporary marquees or 

other facilities for events

Remove ‘hedge-like’ overgrown 

shrubs around Sunken Garden

These areas will benefit from planting revitalised, footpaths resurfaced, 
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Benches in the Sunken Garden 

replaced with bespoke ‘Arts and 

Crafts’ inspired seats 

Repair and retain the Victorian 

Promenade Benches in the Long 

Shelter Garden 

Tea Rooms

Re-design of ‘sand 

barriers’ to ensure year 

round access
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Lanarca’s team brings a wealth of 
experience in developing Masterplans into 
detailed design proposals.  Lanarca’s 
landscape schemes fully address the brief 
and stakeholder feedback, resulting in 
successful landscape schemes that people 
enjoy using.

For the design development and construction stage of 

a project, Lanarca’s experienced team translate the 

masterplan proposals into a series of detailed AutoCAD 

drawings which look at each aspect of the design 

including planting, hard surfacing, railings and 

furniture.  In addition to the individual element 

drawing sets, a set of hard works setting out drawings 

are produced that look at all the individual proposals 

together at a detailed level.

For new design or complex elements, sections are 

produced which show the proposed design within the 

context of the wider landscape.  At construction stage 

detailed construction sections are produced showing 

how features are constructed including dimensions and 

materials specification.

Materials Selection 
On all Lanarca projects materials are carefully 

selected based on quality, appropriateness, aesthetics, 

durability and cost. 

NBS Specification 
Lanarca’s team is also experienced in producing NBS 

specification documents.  An NBS specification 

provides details on materials, dimensions, construction 

methods, maintenance and timing of works. 

The NBS documents are read in conjunction with the 

drawing suite and together provide detailed and 

comprehensive information to enable construction.   

Meeting Client Aspirations
In all our work we strive to meet and exceed our 

clients expectations.  In many respects, this is of 

greatest importance in our detailed design work. 

We recognise that the soft landscape components 

contribute significantly to the future environment for 

our clients to enjoy.

DETAILED DESIGN


